J. Armand Musey
425 East 86th Street, PH-A
New York, NY 10028

August 23, 2016
Mr. David Munves
425 East 86 Apartment Corp
425 East 86th Street, Apt 15BC
New York, NY 10028
David,
As we have not received an updated draft of the settlement agreement, and while we hope we can
resolve the matter, out of an abundance of caution and to preserve my rights – specifically, the 4
month statute of limitations pursuant to CPLR Article 781 -- and keep the matter moving forward, I
send the following. As you know, on May 24th, I began the inspection of copies of a sub-set of the
requested Co-op documents. As I previously relayed to you, I did not have time to complete the
review before Officer Rinaldi terminated the session at 4:30pm. While initially, I was denied
assistance from my partner Margaret, she was eventually allowed to accompany me, but ultimately,
it was impossible for us to complete the task. As an initial matter, please provide dates and times for
me and Margaret to finish the review of the first sub-set of documents.
In accordance with the Co-op’s May 9, 2016 letter (see Attachment 1), we were denied NY
common law rights to make copies of any of the Co-op documents, or receive the data in electronic
version. We also noticed gaps in the agreed upon information, information that raised additional
questions, and documents that were incomplete, illegible and unidentifiable. Further, we have
continued concerns about the lack of disclosure and inconsistencies in critical areas, some of which
include the building’s audited financial reports. In some cases, our concern stems from the fact that
shareholders have not received certain documents and information from the Co-op, which leads us
to believe that necessary third parties, such as the Co-op’s mortgage lender, may not have received
this information as well. This creates the concern that the Co-op may not be in compliance with the
current mortgage, which may give rise to additional financial and legal liability for shareholders.
The records we reviewed also suggest additional deferred maintenance and/or needed repairs on our
terrace or the roof over our unit. These have not previously been disclosed to us and we need to
understand the extent of them as this may have direct health and safety and/or financial implications
for us. Finally, the Co-op’s refusal to provide us access to certain documents renders review of
other documents inadequate and ineffectual.
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We trust the board will address these issues.
I am making the following request in good faith and proper purpose and in accordance with the
terms of my previously submitted affidavit dated April 22, 2016. Accordingly, we respectfully
request to see the following documents for the reasons described:
I.

Financial Reporting – Inconsistencies with GAAP (Missing Information, Mortgage
Disclosures, and Related Party/Environmental Liability Disclosure)
Missing/Unusable Information
Electronic version of the general ledger in accordance with our rights under NY common
law. Printouts of the expense side general ledger had illegible information in the notes
column that was cut-off, preventing analysis of the information in this column.
Income portion of the general ledger. The Co-op can redact tenant names to ensure privacy,
and we would also be happy to sign a non-disclosure agreement.2
Copies of checks large enough to be read with the naked eye or copies printed with
sufficient quality that they can be clearly read using an ordinary magnifying glass.
Mortgage Disclosures
Documentation that the Co-op disclosed the asbestos finding to the Co-op’s mortgage holder
prior to 5/24/2012 closing. Prior knowledge of this finding is evidenced by Standard
Waterproofing’s 5/23/2012 estimate for asbestos abatement.
Documentation that all subsequent asbestos findings have been reported to lender as
required by 5/24/2012 agreement.
Documentation that the Co-op provided audited and GAAP compliant financial statements
to the lender within 90 days of the end of the fiscal year as required by the loan agreement
documentation.

2

This information is related directly to the concern about the Co-op’s financials not reflecting appropriate accounting
principles – reporting of Standards Waterproofing’s expenses is but one example. However, please be advised that
Paragraph 5 of the Co-op’s proprietary lease makes clear that no justification is required for a shareholder’s access to
review the Co-op’s full “books of account,” which term the Co-op and Douglas Elliman should be very familiar with, as
indicated in Douglas Elliman’s 2008 management agreement with the Co-op (see Paragraph “N”).
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Related Party/Environmental Liability Disclosure
Corrected copies of the Corporation’s financial reports from 2011-2015, which are
compliant with GAAP including ASC 850 and FASB ASC 410-20, or demonstration that
these reports are already so-compliant.
o ASC 410-20 addresses quantifiable environmental liabilities. The records we saw
indicate the Co-op received an estimate for of asbestos abatement work on May 23,
2012. We understand this work was not even started until February 2013.
Accordingly, the 2012 balance sheet should reflect the environmental liability for the
amount of the asbestos abatement estimate that was not completed that year.
o Documentation that the estimate received in June, 2015 for additional asbestos
abatement work on the roof has been factored into the 2015 balance sheet and will be
reflected in all future balance sheets until the work is completed.
II.

Financial Reporting – Appears to Conflict with Cost Affidavits Submitted to New
York City Department of Buildings
Documentation explaining the difference between the total cost of the Façade and Roof
project as indicated in the Co-op’s audited financials (approximately $950,000) and as
indicated in the cost affidavit submitted to the NYC Department of Building and sworn to by
building manager Karel DeBoer (see Attachment 2), which indicates a total price of only
$397,880.
Documentation explaining the difference between the total cost of the boiler
replacement/conversions project, which is indicated in the audited financials as having cost
approximately $435,000, while the cost affidavit submitted to the NYC Department of
Building and sworn to by building manager Karel DeBoer, indicates a total price of only
$180,000 (see Attachment 3).
Further, we respectfully request: 1) the documents and calculations used to support the
relevant cost affidavits; and 2) any documents or calculations that might explain the large
discrepancies between the project costs indicated in the audited financials and those
submitted to the New York Department of Buildings for tax purposes.

III.

Roof and Façade Repair Project – Potential Bidding Irregularities with Related
Party
Bids for the Roof and Façade Repair Project, if any, from:
o DJM Restoration;
o Stokdal Construction;
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o Riconda Maintenance; and
o Any other bids that were received and considered for the project.
Documents explaining the approval of Standard Waterproofing’s approximately 90% cost
overrun (~60% excluding the asbestos and parapet work).
Documentation of any board member’s disclosure of their relationship to Standard
Waterproofing before May 2012 prior to Standard’s previous work in the building.
Documentation/explanation as to why existing pavers behind south parapet wall were not
replaced with like kind per engineering specs.
Building’s Local Law 11 inspection report dated 1/29/08. Control number: 605839.
Documentation to reconcile the Co-op’s explanation of costs increases (provided at the Coop’s “town hall” meeting on April 12, 2016, during which Co-op president explained and
that the extent of the needed work was not foreseeable as the contractor had only visually
inspected the façade with binoculars prior to starting the project. He also explicitly stated
they had NOT done any scaffold “drops” to do a “hands on” examine the condition of the
façade prior to starting), with Sean Daley’s 7 Cycle 2011 local law 11 report (10/3/2011,
12/16/2011 and 1/10/2012), which indicates Standard Waterproofing completed the Local
Law 11 inspection in the fall of 2011, with at least six scaffold “drops” to inspect the
condition of the façade and termed the inspection to be “hands-on,” including diagrams
indicating the precise location of each drop.
IV.

Concerns about the Condition of My Apartment
Building engineer Richard H. Balser’s Invoice for $1,360 related to PH-A terrace and any
related report(s).
o Category: 6580-0000; Date: 1/19/2011; Control: K-463803
Standard Waterproofing Penthouse A roof installation estimate totaling $63,900. Estimate
#13-4401. Dated October 7, 2013.
o Daley Engineering report dated 10/19/2013; and
o Explanation of why only new scupper for $3,900 and door pan flashing for $3,400
were approved per Sean Daley and explanation of why only the door pan appears to
have been approved by Douglas Elliman Property Management.
Documentation pertaining to any additional outstanding work that may affect the value
of our investment in the apartment.

V.

Asbestos – Possible Non-Conforming Abatement and Risk from Unabated Areas

There were significant gaps in the documentation the Co-op provided in its folder purporting to
contain all of the asbestos information. We received significant documentation about the Building’s
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asbestos background from various government agencies that were not in the folder the Co-op
provided. As such, we remain concerned about remaining asbestos-related health risks as well as
any potential economic impact on our investment. One striking example of missing information
from the “complete” asbestos file was the lack of disclosure that there remains unabated asbestos on
the “roof” (See Attachment 4 – discovered via an Internet search) of the building.
The abatement project involved the window ledges behind the stairwell shaft, approximately 12 to
18 inches from the kitchen windows on the A line apartments on the south enclosure wall and the F
line apartments on the north enclosure wall. The project seems to have been staged on the terrace a
few feet from our dining room window, as this is the only place where a scaffold drop to reach these
areas could be secured. Despite being in the building every day during the entire time of the
abatement, neither we nor other Co-op residents were aware of the process. Consequently, we took
no steps, not even closing our windows, to limit risk. There is also no indication that building staff
was informed, possibly a violation of OSHA regulation and/or union agreements.
It’s unclear from the documentation we found whether the asbestos is on the portion of the roof that
constitutes our terrace or the roof directly above our apartment. In either case, we are directly
impacted. Any asbestos on the terrace could present a risk to our use of the area or even opening my
windows, all of which open onto the terrace.
We need to understand the situation related to the unabated roof asbestos and request the following
documents:
Any and all notes or reports from the building’s engineer regarding asbestos.
All testing results, invoices and other documentation from ALC Environmental or other
firms that have conducted tests for asbestos.
The 2015 Standard Waterproofing proposal for asbestos abatement on roof and any other
asbestos abatement proposals received.
o Inspection reports related to this asbestos discovery; and
o Documents related to whether this was abated, or if not, why not?
Proposals, invoices and other documentation from A+ Asbestos Investigation for $3,747.
o Original entry date: 5/4/2012. Control: k-4947584 category 6422-0000
o Removed and reentered: 9/30/2012. Control: J-2176632; Category: 6968-000
o Any other reports from A+ Asbestos Investigation.
Any other asbestos investigation documents or documentation or hazardous materials
discovery including, but not limited to areas involving the building terraces, parapets, roofs
and/or spandrel beams.
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Written notification from Standard Waterproofing as to when asbestos was discovered as
such notification is required based on the terms of their contract.
Copies of asbestos complaints related to the building filed in 2011.
Description of asbestos abated in apartment 15A and information indicating whether or not
it was systemic. Unitech Services Group appears to have been the contractor.
o We did not see any asbestos documentation filed with government agencies related
to this abatement project. If we missed them, please provide copies of such
documentation. If no documentation was filed, please explain why it was not
required.
Copies of documentation filed with government agencies (New York State Department of
Labor, Department of Environmental Protection etc.) related to asbestos discovery and
abatement including, but not limited to forms NYCDEP forms: APC 7, APC 15 and APC
21.
Any communication to or from Galicia Construction, or its sub-contractors related to
asbestos.
Asbestos compliance.
o Documentation of compliance with tenant notification regulations related to presence
of asbestos anywhere in the building per relevant regulations including OSHA;
o Tenant protection plan per §28-104.8.4 of NYC Administrative Code and workplace
safety plan; and
o Documentation of compliance with applicable regulations regarding tenant
notification of abatement processes.
Name of contractor completing abatement. Standard Waterproofing does not appear to have
a license to perform asbestos abatement in NY.
Disclosure to prospective and current residents of known asbestos in the building.
Alternatively, given the technical nature of the asbestos issue, in lieu of an extended asbestos
document review, we are willing to consider an arrangement whereby our engineer meets and
discusses the situation with the building’s engineer from the time of the abatement. The building
engineer would provide our engineer with the information and context necessary for him to report to
us that he is comfortable with any remaining asbestos risk.
In any event, we will need copies of the asbestos information delivered to our engineering team. We
are willing to pay reasonable copying fees as needed.
We look forward to working with the Board to resolve these concerns. If the Board’s decision to
have an armed retired NYC policeman supervise our reading photocopies of Co-op documents is
based on a concern that we might steal the photocopies, we are happy to leave a deposit for the
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value of those photocopies. If the prohibition against taking pictures or making copies is based on a
concern we might distribute or disseminate any of the information provided by the Co-op, we are
happy to sign a non-disclosure agreement – otherwise the prohibition would appear to be a bad faith
attempt to frustrate a legitimate shareholder analysis and/or frustrate our ability to document
evidence of corporate wrongdoing. Regardless, if we do not receive a response to this letter on or
before August 29, 2016, then we will deem the lack of response to be a final determination pursuant
to Article 78 as of August 29, 2016. Should we receive the updated draft settlement agreement
before then, or an email explaining the delay along with a tolling agreement pertaining to the Article
78 matter described herein, we will consider the matter ongoing, without a final determination from
the Co-op.

Regards,

J. Armand Musey
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